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Agenda

12:30-12:40 Welcome and Overview

12:40-12:50 Mastery-based Crediting 
Rules

12:50-1:00 Meeting Subject Area 
Requirements & 
WA State History Rules

1:00-2:00 Q&A
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The High School Diploma
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The purpose of a high school diploma is to declare that a student is ready for success in 
postsecondary education, gainful employment, and citizenship, and is equipped with the skills 
to be a lifelong learner. (RCW 28A.230.090)



Mastery-based Crediting Rules
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MBL Work Group Statutory Charge
The State Board of Education shall convene a work group to inform the 
governor, the legislature, and the public about barriers to mastery-based 
learning in Washington state whereby:
 (a) Students advance upon demonstrated mastery of content;
 (b) Competencies include explicit, measurable, transferable learning 

objectives that empower students;
 (c) Assessments are meaningful and a positive learning experience for 

students;
 (d) Students receive rapid, differentiated support based on their 

individual learning needs; and
 (e) Learning outcomes emphasize competencies that include application 

and creation of knowledge along with the development of important 
skills and dispositions.
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Mastery-based crediting
Rulemaking

• Permissive rules would articulate districts’ existing authority in an 
explicit way to clarify what is allowed and to support districts in 
offering these opportunities more widely

• Put E2SHB 1599 definition of MBL into rule and change 
“competency” to “mastery” in SBE WAC to align with law and work 
group’s work

• Districts would still need to adopt a written policy
• Broad categories for student demonstration of proficiency:

• State assessments
• Local assessments
• Equivalency course of study
• Success in a higher level course
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Change (new language in 
quotes):

Amended or New Rule Notes

Adds language: High school 
diplomas granted by “a 
charter school established 
under chapter 28A.710 RCW, 
tribal compact school 
operated according to the 
terms of state-tribal 
education compacts 
authorized under chapter 
28A.715 RCW,” approved 
private schools and by 
community colleges shall meet 
the requirements of this 
chapter.

WAC 180-51-015  
Application of chapter to 
approved private schools 
and community colleges.

Adds language to ensure 
that it is understood that 
180-51 is applicable to 
charter and tribal compact 
schools 
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Change (new language in 
quotes):

Amended or New Rule Notes

Updates language in ((1)(b)) 
Satisfactory demonstration 
by a student of 
proficiency/”mastery”, as 
defined by written district 
policy, of the state's learning 
standards

WAC 180-51-050  High 
school credit—Definition

Current rule reads 
“competency.” The language 
would be updated to read 
“mastery” to align with the 
definition of mastery-based 
learning from ESSHB 1599 
as well as the state’s 
mastery-based learning 
work group’s recommended 
terminology 

Changes previous references 
of “competency” to 
“mastery” where 
appropriate 

Entire chapter Same as above
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Change (new language in 
quotes):

Amended or New Rule Notes

A new section of rule was 
developed to support 
districts in offering mastery-
based (MB) crediting 
opportunities more widely. 

WAC 180-51-051 
Procedure for granting 
students mastery-based 
credit

1. Places the definition of MB 
learning from ESSHB 1599 into 
rule
2. Outlines what a district’s 
policy for awarding MB credit 
should include
3. Recommends that districts 
who offer MB crediting 
opportunities make certain 
categories of demonstration of 
proficiency available to their 
students (state assessments, 
local assessments, equivalency 
course of study, and success in 
a higher level course)



Meeting Subject Area Requirements & 
Washington State History Rules
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Meeting subject-area graduation requirements
Rulemaking

• Rules would clarify that a single course may meet more than 
one subject area graduation requirement

• Already common practice with CTE course equivalencies, 
rule would clarify that this practice may be applied to other 
core subject area requirements

• Potential benefits
• Provide flexibility in students’ schedules to make up courses 

or take other elective credits
• Encourage exploration of multidisciplinary approaches to 

teaching and learning that would complement project-
based and mastery-based learning
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High School Graduation 
Requirements by Cohort

 Students are assigned an 
expected graduation year when 
they enter high school in the 9th
grade.

 The graduation requirements are 
aligned with the graduating class 
cohort.

 Students in the cohort meet the 
graduation requirements for their 
class, regardless of when a 
student actually graduates. (WAC 
180-51-035)

 Districts and other local 
educational agencies may have 
local graduation requirements in 
addition to state requirements.
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Flexibility for WA State History requirement
Rulemaking

• Current rules allow principal to waive the WSH requirement for 
individual students under certain circumstances

• Proposed rules would expand waiver option to students who did 
not complete a WSH course because of an emergency school 
closure

• Many students will be able to make up the course, but it may 
become a barrier to some given fewer options and tighter schedule

• Districts must still provide the opportunity for students to take 
WSH and must still meet statutory requirements regarding 
teaching and learning of civics, the WA constitution, and the Since 
Time Immemorial curriculum
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Change (new language in 
quotes):

Amended or New Rule Notes

Adds language: This section 
applies to students of the 
applicable graduation cohorts in 
high school completion programs 
at community and technical 
colleges. “Such programs may 
recognize courses that meet 
more than one subject area 
graduation requirement, in 
accordance with WAC 180-51-
025 and WAC 180-51-050.”

WAC 180-51-056  Previous 
requirements for high school 
graduation,
WAC 180-51-067  State subject 
and credit requirements for high 
school graduation—Students 
entering the ninth grade on or 
after July 1, 2012, through June 
30, 2015,
WAC 180-51-068  State subject 
and credit requirements for high 
school graduation—Students 
entering the ninth grade on or 
after July 1, 2015, through June 
30, 2017.  
WAC 180-51-210  State subject 
and credit requirements for high 
school graduation.        

Clarifies that districts (and other 
high school diploma-awarding 
institutions) may recognize 
courses that meet more than one 
subject area graduation 
requirement.

This language is repeated for 
each of the WACs for different 
graduation cohorts.
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Change (new language 
in quotes):

Amended or New Rule Notes

Adds a reference to RCW 
28A.320.170 Curricula—
Tribal history and 
culture in the context of 
Washington State History 
as a graduation 
requirement.

WAC 180-51-067  State subject 
and credit requirements for high 
school graduation—Students 
entering the ninth grade on or after 
July 1, 2012, through June 30, 2015.  
WAC 180-51-068  State subject 
and credit requirements for high 
school graduation—Students 
entering the ninth grade on or after 
July 1, 2015, through June 30, 2017.
WAC 180-51-210  State subject 
and credit requirements for high 
school graduation.      

Adds a reference to RCW 
28A.320.170 Curricula—
Tribal history and culture
because some of this 
curriculum is usually taught 
in Washington State 
History classes.

This reference is repeated 
for each of the WACs for 
different graduation 
cohorts.
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Change (new language in quotes): Amended or New Rule Notes
Adds language: The Washington state 
history and government requirement 
may be waived by the principal for 
“individual” students who: (i) Have 
successfully completed a state history 
and government course of study in 
another state; or (ii) are in eleventh or 
twelfth grade and who have not 
completed a course of study in 
Washington's history and state 
government because of previous 
residence outside the state “or 
because emergency school closure, 
or other circumstance due to an 
emergency, prevented the student 
from having the opportunity to 
fulfill this requirement.”

WAC 180-51-067 State 
subject and credit requirements 
for high school graduation—
Students entering the ninth 
grade on or after July 1, 2012, 
through June 30, 2015.  
WAC 180-51-068  State 
subject and credit requirements 
for high school graduation—
Students entering the ninth 
grade on or after July 1, 2015, 
through June 30, 2017.
WAC 180-51-210  State 
subject and credit requirements 
for high school graduation.      

Allows a waiver of 
Washington State 
History for individual 
students because of 
school closures or other 
circumstances related to 
an emergency that 
prevented the student 
from having the 
opportunity to meet this 
requirement.

This language is 
repeated for each of the 
WACs for different 
graduation cohorts.



Questions?
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Next Steps

SBE.wa.gov
facebook.com/washingtonSBE

Twitter: @wa_SBE
Email: sbe@k12.wa.us
Phone: 360-725-6025

Web updates: bit.ly/SBEupdates
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• See the proposed rules on the SBE Rulemaking page
• Provide public comment via email by sending to sbe@k12.wa.us
• Public hearing date: August 27 from 2:00-4:00. Zoom participation 

available
• Anticipated Board adoption is at the September 15-17 meeting

Contact us!

https://sbe.wa.gov/sites/default/files/public/meetings/Jul-2020/Exhibit%20F%20Chapter%20180-51%20for%20Board%20Packet.pdf
mailto:sbe@k12.wa.us
https://zoom.us/j/97149829541
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